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This looks correct.
Two electrons side by side emitting helix waves repel another. A vortex may be a better representation.
The electron attracts the electron cloud in iron.

Solve THE PUZZLE Using Helix springs. (10-01-2021)
GRAVITY POLE
Monopoles only attract like two planets. The artifical gravity generator emits a monopole CW
rotation direction wave. The generator will attract another generator even when two CW
generators are facing another. Could the other pole be hidden in the center of the planet core?
Or does it just emit CW like the artifical gravity generator.
ELECTRON OR PROTON
Both considered as monopoles?
MAGNETS
Dipoles both repel and attract. Unlike the monopole described above, two north poles repel.
Why is this different from the gravity pole?
Is a turnbuckle a correct representation? My guess is it is a turnbuckle.
Attempt to solve: Magnet like poles repel another.
The proton helix is the positive pole of a magnet and because it spins at a different rate when the
helixes mate the different rate causes repulsion. The wavelength is the same only the rotation
rate is different. PROBLEM: both the N or S similar poles repel.
ANSWER? The proton attracts the electron in a magnet. The wave may go right through the
particle The proton emits the (+) helix. Because the helix rotates at a faster rate than the
electron enables the two helixes to repel. The wavelength emited from electron and proton are
the same, only the rotation rate is different. (THIS DOES NOT WORK EITHER –LIKE
POLES MUST REPEL.)

Is the proton magnetic force as strong as an electron.?
Emerse a magnet in mercury bath. See the YouTube video. Now can it act like a turnbuckle
when the magnet is emersed in the center of the bath exposing both ends of the magnet in the
bath.
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Poles describe how a magnet behaves, not what it is.
The poles are a Construct.
Turnbuckle is option. Or possibility the electron emits either a CC wave or a CCW wave depending on
how it is configured. Either a single CC wave when it is alone, or both CC and CCW when aligned in iron
and magnetized.

Put both springs CW CCW
Spring actual width is approximately sub-millimeter based on 1/3 the velocity of light
(reference).
Approximately .01 MM.
The wavelength a magnet is unknown. It has a wavelength and when passes through the aether
field it develops an electrical field.

JUST PRESENT THE NUT BOLT
DID NOT SOLVE IT could not get the repulsion to work
: OR PRESENT AS PUZZLE
HYPOTHESIS
I pole exists with a free electron wobbling like a top. The second pole shows up when the electron is
forced to wobble on both ends by forcing all the electron domains to line up on both ends forming a
turnbuckle threads, not just one like a top. When the magnet is broken what happens –

A

B

A: Off axis wobble
B: On axis wobble
‘A’ emits CCW helix wave
‘B’ emits both CCW and CW wave.

Gravity has 1 pole? Proton may just spin forming 1 pole only.
Could be its emits from both sides or pulls back in from other side or there is a hollow side that pulls the
wave back in.
The electron emits a torsional standing helix electromagnetic wave.

THE MONOPOLE OF THE ELECTRON APPEARS AS TWO POLES. BUT IN REALITY IS ONLY ONE.
Break a magnet in half, and it becomes 2 poles again. What makes this happen?
The back slash’s represent the helix form found on a bolt. Like that of a nut and bolt.
E = Emission Source (Electron)
P = Propagation direction
̊ = Electron
The helix propagates from S (source) to E (emission)
Arrow is the direction of rotation of helix wave as it emitted.
The helix wave behaves like the threads of a bolt and nut.
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Representation of monopole like that of an electron.

Below: Flip Helix (electron) over 180 Degrees and the rotation arrow changes. (Try this with a paper
drawing) Note: both are rotating clock wise as viewed from the arrow outwards.
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Now we have two electrons (A) and (B) that are emitting in opposite directions.
Place the two ends together (two electrons) and it becomes the two poles of a common bar magnet.
Now when the 2 helixes are rotated in opposite directions as shown by the arrows, two poles appear.
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The above represents a bar magnet with 8 electrons in a row, four up and four down.
Any length or width can be represented. The ‘E’ and ‘P’ characters are left out for clarity.
They don’t have to be in a perfect row as shown above. But all the arrows on the left side must face up,
and on the right face down.

Now what happens when we break the long magnet in half at the center point? How can we get two
poles again?
See Below: When the bar magnet is broken in half a torsion is created from the unbalance of
north or south end emissions, creates a torsional force on the broken sides that instantly
turns the electron emission arrow from up to down or vice versa. This allows the magnet to
aquire two poles again. Note the torsion comes from the original N and S ends and passes
through to the broken ends flipping the arrows and balancing the strength of the two poles
again.

BREAK THIS ONE IN HALF AT THE CENTER
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In reality there is only 1 pole that appears as 2
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Assuming this is a bar magnet with many electrons within it. The left side of the magnet has
electrons that are turned over with respect to the right side. When the bar magnet is split in
half it becomes two poles again because there are many electrons within it.

MUST SHOW HOW THEY ATTRACT AS IN THE OTHER PAPER
Chirality is rotating counter clockwise as viewed from the arrow outwards.
The two rotation directions when placed in do not transfer a torsional force, or are much
weaker.
A CW can mate with a CCW.
As in the threads of a bolt and nut. Only CW will mate with CW and vice versa.
There are substances which repel magnets.

Is there a torsion when a magnet is broken in half. Not if it comes from the other half.

Mating of Two Helixes
Represents gravity’s Rotating Monopole Standing Wave Emitted from the Proton and Neutron.
The magnetic wavelength hypothesis: Sub Millimeter .01 or approximately 1/3 light speed. See
Theory on web page. Note CW and CCW helixes can combine also.

MATING OF CCW AND CW HELIXES

